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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose an audio declipping method that takes
advantages of both sparse optimization and deep learning. Since
sparsity-based audio declipping methods have been developed upon
constrained optimization, they are adjustable and well-studied in the-
ory. However, they always uniformly promote sparsity and ignore
the individual properties of a signal. Deep neural network (DNN)–
based methods can learn the properties of target signals and use them
for audio declipping. Still, they cannot perform well if the training
data have mismatches and/or constraints in the time domain are not
imposed. In the proposed method, we use a DNN in an optimiza-
tion algorithm. It is inspired by an idea called plug-and-play (PnP)
and enables us to promote sparsity based on the learned informa-
tion of data, considering constraints in the time domain. Our exper-
iments confirmed that the proposed method is stable and robust to
mismatches between training and test data.

Index Terms— Sparse optimization, audio declipping, proxim-
ity operator, soft-thresholding, ADMM algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of audio declipping is to restore clipped signals. Clipping
is a common nonlinear distortion that occurs due to restriction of
recording system and/or audio processing. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the samples of the true signal exceeding a dynamic range [−τ, τ ]
with τ > 0 are truncated (so-called hard clipping). Since clipping
degrades audio quality [1, 2] and has bad effects on subsequent pro-
cessing [3, 4], audio declipping is desired.

Audio declipping has been realized by various methods [5–13].
Among them, sparsity-based methods [5–10] have been studied for
a long time. They introduce an optimization problem consisting of a
data-fidelity term and a sparsity-promoting term. The data-fidelity
term makes solutions feasible, and clipping consistency [10] was
considered in recent studies [7–9]. The sparsity-promoting term
makes solutions sparse in the time-frequency (T-F) domain. This
is motivated by the fact that clipping produces extra harmonic com-
ponents. Sparsity-based methods are well studied in theory and have
some adjustable parameters for variation in the properties of data.

Deep neural network (DNN)–based audio declipping methods
have also been studied lately [11–13]. A DNN can learn the prop-
erties of data and perform audio declipping based on them. In [12],
deep filtering was utilized, and complex-valued filters were esti-
mated by a DNN composed of the bidirectional long short-term
memory layers [14]. In [13], the waveforms or magnitude spec-
trograms of non-clipped signals were directly estimated by a DNN
which has the U-Net architecture [15]. However, these methods
cannot perform well when the properties of input data (such as scale
and clipping threshold τ ) are greatly different from those of the
training data. Furthermore, the clipping consistency has not been
explicitly considered during processing.

Fig. 1. The true signal ỹ and an observed clipped signal y with the
clipping threshold τ . Gray-filled areas indicate that clipping has no
effect. R is the set of the non-clipped indices, and H and L are the
sets of the clipped indices above and below ±τ , respectively.

In this paper, we propose an audio declipping method that com-
bines a DNN with sparse optimization and named it APPLADE
(adjustable plug-and-play audio declipper). We use a DNN in an
optimization algorithm to promote sparsity based on the learned
properties of data, considering the clipping consistency. Since the
proposed method inherits the adjustability of the sparsity-based
methods, it can handle a wide variety of data whose properties are
greatly different from the training data. The DNN and its usage are
designed not to bother stability of an optimization algorithm and
not to increase execution time so much. Our experiments confirmed
that the proposed method is stable and robust to differences between
training and test data.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this paper, we consider hard clipping, in which signals’ samples
that exceed a certain dynamic range [−τ, τ ] are truncated. Let ỹ ∈
RT be the true signal, and y ∈ RT an observed clipped signal,

y[t] =

 τ (ỹ[t] ≥ τ)
ỹ[t] (−τ < ỹ[t] < τ),
−τ (ỹ[t] ≤ −τ)

(1)

where T is the length of the signal. Our aim is to estimate the true
signal ỹ only from the clipped signal y. The situation is briefly
shown in Fig. 1. As illustrated, their indices can be divided into
three disjoint sets, H = {t ∈ [1, T ] | y[t] ≥ τ}, R = {t ∈
[1, T ] | |y[t]| < τ}, and L = {t ∈ [1, T ] | y[t] ≤ −τ}.

2.1. Sparsity-based audio declipping methods

Sparse optimization has been applied to audio declipping [5–10]. It
is realized by solving the following optimization problem:

Find x? ∈ arg min
x
S(Gx) subject to x ∈ Γ, (2)

where the set of feasible signals Γ is defined as
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Γ =

x ∈ RT
∣∣∣∣∣∣
x[t] ≥ τ (t ∈ H)
x[t] = y[t] (t ∈ R)
x[t] ≤ −τ (t ∈ L)

 , (3)

S is a sparsity-promoting function (including `1-norm, weighted `1-
norm [8], `0-norm [5, 7]), G is the discrete Gabor transform (DGT),

(Gx)[m,n] =

T−1∑
t=0

x[t+ an] g[t] e−2πimt/M , (4)

g ∈ RT is a window, i is the imaginary unit, a denotes the time
shifting step, n ∈ [0, N − 1] and m ∈ [0,M − 1] are the time and
frequency indices, respectively, satisfying aN = T , and the indices
are to be understood modulo T . From Eq. (1), x?[t] should be ex-
actly same as y[t] for all t ∈ R. Moreover, it must be greater than τ
for all t ∈ H and smaller than −τ for all t ∈ L. That is, every solu-
tion must coincide with y after applying the same clipping. This is
called clipping consistency [10], and the constraint in Eq. (2) forces
x? to satisfy this consistency. The sparsity-promoting term S(Gx)
makes a solution sparse in the T-F domain. Since clipping produces
extra harmonic components, promoting sparsity in the T-F domain
will remove them and make a solution closer to non-clipped signals.

2.2. DNN-based methods

DNN-based audio declipping methods have begun to be studied
lately [11–13]. A DNN approximates a mapping that estimates the
true signal only from the features of a clipped signal. Let FTFD and
FTD be mappings in the time domain and T-F domain, respectively.
In [11], the target mapping was FTFD(mel(Gy)) = mel(Gỹ), where
mel(·) extracts the mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients features.
In [12], a DNN was trained to estimate the complex-valued deep
filters. In [13], both mapping FTFD(log(|Gy|2)) = log(|Gỹ|2) and
FTD(y) = ỹ were approximated, where | · | is the element-wise
absolute value. DNN-based methods can restore non-clipped signals
based on the learned properties of training data.

3. PROPOSED METHOD: APPLADE

In this paper, we propose an audio declipping method named AP-
PLADE. It is inspired by the plug-and-play (PnP) method [16–21],
which utilizes a DNN in an optimization algorithm.

3.1. Alternating Direction Method of Multiplier (ADMM)

In this paper, we use ADMM [22] to solve Eq. (2). By applying
ADMM to Eq. (2), we obtain the following iterative procedure:

x[k+1] = ΠΓ(G∗(v[k] − u[k])), (5)

v[k+1] = prox(1/ρ)S(Gx[k+1] + u[k]), (6)

u[k+1] = u[k] + Gx[k+1] − v[k+1], (7)

where ρ ∈ R+, v ∈ CM×N and u ∈ CM×N are the auxiliary
variables, G∗ is the adjoint of G assuming the operator is a tight
Parseval frame [7], ΠΓ is the projection operator onto Γ [8, 10],

(ΠΓ(x))[t] =

 max(x[t], τ) (t ∈ H)
y[t] (t ∈ R)

min(x[t],−τ) (t ∈ L)
, (8)

and prox(1/ρ)S is the proximity operator [22–24]. For example, the
proximity operator of `1-norm is the soft-thresholding operator,(

T(1/ρ)‖·‖1(z)
)

[m,n] =

(
1− 1/ρ

|z[m,n]|

)
+

z[m,n], (9)

Fig. 2. Amplitude spectrograms with various processing. τ was
fixed to 0.01, and ρ was adjusted for ease of viewing. The spaectro-
grams with (true) were processed by the soft-thresholding operator
whose denominator was the power spectrogram of the true signal.

where z ∈ CM×N , and (·)+ = max( · , 0). In order to adjust
bin-wise regularization strength, the weighted `1-norm can be intro-
duced. For example, the parabola weight w[m,n] = (m+ 1)2/M2

was introduced in [8], and its effectiveness was confirmed. Besides
this, some generalized thresholding operators [6, 25–27] and heuris-
tic thresholding [7] have been also utilized for audio declipping.

3.2. Inappropriateness of soft-thresholding

The conventional thresholding operators have some disadvantages
due to their uniform and data-irrelevant nature. Let us explain it us-
ing Fig. 2. The upper left and center figures are the spectrograms of
the true and a clipped signal, respectively. Clipping generated some
extra harmonic components. The upper right figure is the spectro-
gram processed by Eq. (9). The extra components were not removed
properly. The spectrogram processed by the parabola-weighted soft-
thresholding operator [8] is given in the lower left. Although the
weights protected the low-frequency part, the high-frequency com-
ponents were severely removed. These disadvantages are due to the
fact that these operators are unrelated to the properties of the data.

If the true signal is available, we can promote sparsity more rea-
sonably. The lower center figure is the spectrogram of the clipped
signal processed by the soft-thresholding operator in Eq. (9) whose
denominator |z[m,n]| was replaced by the power spectrogram of
the true signal |(Gỹ)[m,n]|2. The figure shows that extra harmonic
components were properly removed. The lower right figure was pro-
cessed by the true-signal-based soft thresholding operator with the
parabola weight. The necessary parts remained even in high fre-
quency. Therefore, if the true signals are available, we can properly
remove the extra harmonic components by the thresholding operator.

3.3. APPLADE: Adjustable Plug-and-PLay Audio DEclipper

Here, we propose APPLADE to utilize the properties of data learned
by a DNN. As we show in the previous subsection, the conventional
thresholding uniformly promote sparsity, and it can lead to inappro-
priate results. As one solution to this, we introduced thresholding
using the true signal, but of course it is not available. This unrealis-
tic thresholding can be approximated using a DNNFθ that estimates
the magnitude spectrogram of the true signal from that of a clipped
signal. We use Fθ in the weighted soft-thresholding operator as

(Tθ(z))[m,n] =

(
1− λw[m,n]

((Fθ(|z|))[m,n] + ε)2

)
+

z[m,n], (10)

where w is the parabola weight [8], λ is a parameter to adjust the
strength of thresholding, and ε is a small constant for numerical sta-



Algorithm 1 APPLADE

1: Input: x[0], v[0], u[0]

2: Output: x[K]

3: for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1 do
4: x[k+1] = ΠΓ(G∗(v[k] − u[k]))

5: v[k+1] = Tθ(Gx[k+1] + u[k])

6: u[k+1] = u[k] + Gx[k+1] − v[k+1]

7: end for

bility. We use this operator in place of prox(1/ρ)S of the ADMM in
Eq. (6), and call this new algorithm APPLADE. The entire algorithm
is shown in Alg. 11, where Fθ is applied repeatedly in the 5th line.
In general, careless use of a DNN in an iterative algorithm can be
very unstable (as will be demonstrated by experiments). Thus, we
propose the operator in Eq. (10) to reduce such undesirable effect.

The proposed method has five advantages. First, Tθ can promote
sparsity based on the features of data. This leads to more appropriate
thresholding for audio declipping than the conventional ones. Sec-
ond, any DNN can be used as Fθ . Third, training of the DNN is
independent of the iterative algorithm. Fourth, the proposed method
inherits adjustability from the sparsity-based methods. Finally, the
clipping consistency is considered during processing, i.e., the pro-
posed method does not alter the unclipped elements.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1. Training

LIBRI speech corpus [28] was utilized for training. We used 5323
clean speech signals (5300 for training, 23 for validation), and
16384 samples of a voiced part were extracted from each sig-
nal (about 1 s at sampling frequency of 16 kHz). All data were
peak-normalized. They were corrupted by clipping, where τ was
set according to signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), SDR(x,y) =
20 log10 ‖x‖2/‖x− y‖2. The input SDR was randomly drawn
from the uniform distribution in the interval [1, 10].

The structure of the DNN used as Fθ is shown in Fig. 3. The
U-Net architecture was designed based on [15, 29]. Since we use
Fθ iteratively as in Alg. 1, using a too large network will lead to
an increase in computation time. Thus, we modified its structure to
avoid that. The number of parameters is about one-eleventh of that
in TF-UNet [13] (856,033 vs. 9,711,361). The DNN was trained 200
epochs with the adam optimizer [30] with a batch size of 4, a learn-
ing rate of 0.0001, and decay rates of β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999.
75 % overlapped 1024-point-long-Hann window was used for DGT.
The input and output features were magnitude spectrograms sized
512 × 64 by removing the highest (Nyquist) frequency bin. When
the output was used in Eq. (10), we padded zeros so that it has the
original size 513 × 64. The scale of the leaky ReLU was 0.01. The
loss function was the time-domain mean-squared-error (MSE) com-
puted via inverse DGT. The loss was calculated only in clipped parts
H and L. After the training of DNN, λ was determined using the
validation data. By curve fitting, λ = 30 p was obtained, where
p = (|H|+ |L|)/T is the ratio of the number of clipped samples.

4.2. Testing

For testing, 200 speech signals [31] sampled at 16 kHz from TIMIT
corpus were used. Clipping threshold τ was set according to SDR
(1, 3, 5, 10, 15 dB). All data were cut out into 16384 samples and

1Code publicly available at https://doi.org/hgzf.
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(64, 64)

(3, 5)

(2, 2)

<latexit sha1_base64="aUD/K8gMt1qwAu6SBO+iZH40aHg=">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</latexit>

(64, 64)
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(2, 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="aUD/K8gMt1qwAu6SBO+iZH40aHg=">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</latexit>

(64, 64)

(3, 5)

(2, 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="5Uu3iN5gz0ySlcwZPRS2J+E3kUk=">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</latexit>

(128, 64)

(3, 5)

(2, 2)

<latexit sha1_base64="5Uu3iN5gz0ySlcwZPRS2J+E3kUk=">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</latexit>

(128, 64)

(3, 5)

(2, 2)

<latexit sha1_base64="NU+MqTqmgmqI6zrweBx0dhCCWbw=">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</latexit>

(128, 64)

(5, 7)
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<latexit sha1_base64="djCrCX1bLQb8y0FLx0GMRclhmN0=">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</latexit>

(96, 1)
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<latexit sha1_base64="3135lppkm4+Dow9C/appL/ZRy9c=">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</latexit>

# of channels

<latexit sha1_base64="OiyW1og30cZ/kaBUQacagaGkyk8=">AAACcHichVHLLgRBFD3TXmO8BhuJhceEiMWkGkGsJmwsveaRjIl0txo60y/dNROj4wf8gIUNEhHxGTZ+wGI+QeyQ2Fi43dOJILiVqjp16p5bp6pUx9A9wVgjJrW0trV3xDsTXd09vX3J/oGcZ1ddjWc127Ddgqp43NAtnhW6MHjBcbliqgbPq5WVYD9f466n29aWqDu8ZCp7ll7WNUUQVdoW/FD4Fe5a3DjeSaZYmoUx+hPIEUghijU7eY1t7MKGhipMcFgQhA0o8KgVIYPBIa4EnziXkB7ucxwjQdoqZXHKUIit0LhHq2LEWrQOanqhWqNTDOouKUcxwR7YDXth9+yWPbL3X2v5YY3AS51mtanlzk7fydDm278qk2aB/U/Vn54FylgMverk3QmZ4BZaU187On3ZXNqY8CfZJXsi/xeswe7oBlbtVbta5xtnSNAHyN+f+yfIzaTl+fTs+lwqsxx9RRzDGMcUvfcCMljFGrJ07gFOcY6L2LM0JI1IY81UKRZpBvElpOkPH+WPmg==</latexit>

kernel

<latexit sha1_base64="qCBw5vYtsJiDp457JJRqzVcf6EI=">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</latexit>

stride

<latexit sha1_base64="J581ofzLtkfucuiP7xwqORWVG2o=">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</latexit> In
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<latexit sha1_base64="mSvtZ6gCCOjq7Iod3ZB1euR9gdA=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="UVaYl7LkjUGamghjC8zGgul+0FI=">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</latexit> L
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Fig. 3. Network used in our experiments. ”Conv”, ”Deconv” ”LN”,
“LReLU”, and ”Concat” stand for convolution, deconvolution, layer
normalization, leaky ReLU, and concatenation, respectively.

Fig. 4. Median of ∆SDR and ∆PESQ of APPLADE when there is
the mismatch of clipping level (input SDR) between the training and
test data. The legend indicates the input SDR of training data.

peak-normalized. The initial values were set as follows: x[0] was set
to an observed clipped signal, v[0] = Gx[0], and u[0] = 0. ε was
set to 10−6, and the number of iteration K was set to 200. We used
∆SDR = SDR(ŷ, x̃)− SDR(ŷ,y) and ∆PESQ, which is improve-
ment of PESQ [32], for evaluation of quality of restored signals.

4.3. Experiment 1: Mismatch between training and test data

We conducted an experiment to see how the proposed method be-
haves for unseen data. During training, all training data were clipped
by the same clipping level (input SDR was either 1, 3, 5, 10 or 15
dB). Then, the proposed method was tested for all clipping levels
(i.e., 4 out of 5 conditions were unseen). The results are shown in
Fig. 4. The mismatch between input SDR during training and test-
ing did not result in a significant performance degradation. There-
fore, even for unseen clipping levels, the proposed method will work
properly with DNNs trained with an appropriate range of input SDR.

4.4. Experiment 2: Effect of the number of DNN parameters

Next, we conducted an experiment to see the effect of the number
of DNN parameters on the performance of APPLADE. To naturally
change the number of parameters, we used a special DNN only for
this experiment. The DNN had the U-Net architecture, which has
the same number of blocks for the encoder and decoder. The num-
ber of blocks were chosen from 3, 4, 5. Each block was composed
of Conv/Deconv (kernel size: (5, 7), stride size: (2, 2)), LN, and
LReLU, but the last block of the decoder was Deconv only. The
number of channels of Conv/Deconv were chosen from 32, 64, 128.
Hence, 9 DNNs (determined by the combination of the numbers of
blocks and channels) were trained as in Sec. 4.1. To see the effect of
the iterative algorithm, the trained DNNs were used with and without
the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 5 shows the results. When using the DNNs without the pro-
posed algorithm (darker colors), the performance of all 9 DNNs was
poor. In contrast, APPLADE using them as Fθ in Eq. (10) (brighter
colors) performed notably better. Interestingly, the performance of

https://doi.org/hgzf


Fig. 5. Median of ∆SDR and ∆PESQ when the number of DNN
parameters was varied. The first letter indicates the number of blocks
(S: 3, M: 4, L: 5). The second letter indicates the number of channels
of Conv/Deconv (S: 32, M:64, L: 128). “prop.” means that the same
DNN was inserted and used in the proposed algorithm.

APPLADE was not greatly affected by the number of parameters.
Also, the performance of APPLADE seems unrelated to the perfor-
mance of the DNN itself. These results indicates that the proposed
method can absorb the difference of the DNNs to some extent, which
is a desirable property because choice of a DNN is not restricted.

4.5. Experiment 3: Comparison with other methods

The proposed method was compared with some other methods. As
sparsity-based methods, consistent-IHT (IHT) [5], ASPADE [7],
Social-Sparsity with Persistent Empirical Wiener (SS PEW) [6], and
Parabola-Weighted `1 minimization (PW`1) [8] were performed.
The parameters and other detailed settings were taken from the orig-
inal paper or the summary paper [10] to suit for the speech signals
sampled at 16 kHz. As a DNN-based method, T-UNet [13] FT-UNet

θ

approximating FTD(y) = ỹ was applied. The number of param-
eters of T-UNet was 11,283,585 [13], and this was about 13 times
larger than that of the DNN used in the proposed method (Fig. 3).
In addition, the naive PnP method that uses a Gaussain denoising
DNN2 as prox(1/ρ)S (naive PnP) was also performed.

Fig. 6 shows the results. First of all, let us focus on APPLADE
(blue) and PW`1 (orange). The difference between them is whether
the thresholding operator uses the DNN or not. By effectively using
the DNN, ∆SDR was improved by about 2 dB on average. Com-
pared to other sparsity-based methods, the proposed method restored
clipped signals best in terms of ∆SDR and as well as ASPADE (red)
and SS PEW (green) in terms of ∆PESQ. T-UNet (gray) performed
better in low input SDR (i.e., when the clipping was severe), but not
in high input SDR. This should be because it cannot consider the
clipping consistency, and hence T-UNet does not have information
about the position of samples that must be restored. On the contrary,
the sparsiy-based methods and APPLADE can take advantage of the
clipping consistency by the projection in Eqs. (5) and (8).

To demonstrate the appropriateness of the proposed method, it

2We changed the output of Fig. 3 to the sigmoid function and trained it to
remove 1 to 10 dB of time-domain white Gaussian noise by T-F masking.

Fig. 6. Median of ∆SDR and ∆PESQ for each input SDR.

<latexit sha1_base64="RtKnlECWOylNqdWLPVzOdzDA1gs=">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</latexit>

number of iteration
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Fig. 7. ∆SDR for each iteration. Results for 10 signals are shown.

Table 1. Execution time per iteration t1 and execution time t2 nec-
essary for reaching 95 % of ∆SDR in Fig. 6.

IHT∗ SS PEW ASPADE∗ PW`1
APPLADE

w/ CPU
APPLADE

w/ GPU

t1 [s] 0.031 0.037 0.030 0.037 0.025 0.023
t2 [s] 5.2 79 8.5 0.91 0.72 0.67

∗ Since ASPADE and IHT were performed window-wise, we multiplied
t1 and t2 for one window by the number of windows.

was compared with some other combinations of the DNN and an
iterative algorithm. Fig. 7 shows ∆SDR of 10 signals for each iter-
ation. Two methods were implemented in addition to naive PnP: a
simple iteration of T-UNet and projection, and the ADMM algorithm
using T-UNet without the proposed operator in Eq. (10). Although
T-UNet itself performs well as in Fig. 6, the two simple methods us-
ing T-UNet on the left completely failed in audio declipping. The
naive PnP obtained smooth curves, but its performance was unsta-
ble. Only APPLADE was able to achieve reasonable results for all
signals. These results indicate that the proposed operator in Eq. (10)
is essential for successfully perform audio declipping.

Table 1 shows execution time of each method computed by Intel
Core i9-10900K (or RTX 2060 for APPLADE w/GPU). Since the
proposed method can achieve a good performance with less itera-
tions, the total time (t2) was notably smaller than the other methods.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the PnP audio declipping method named
APPLADE. A DNN is embedded in the ADMM algorithm and helps
in better thresholding for audio declipping. Our experiments showed
that APPLADE was robust to variations in the number of DNN pa-
rameters and unseen data. Moreover, APPLADE was found to reach
higher performance in less time than the other sparsity-based meth-
ods and to be more stable than the other possible methods combining
a DNN and iteration. Future work will be on theoretical guarantees
of convergence and applying to other clipping models.
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